Client: For Graphic Designers Only
Project: Sales letter

FREE Gift For You: “Winning Proposal”
A $39.99 value

Now You Can Learn How to Create Winning Quotations and Proposals That Win Lucrative
Work.
Dear Fellow Graphic Designer:
Picture This:
Clive Jones is a talented designer. In fact, you might even call him gifted. He’s a wiz at coding, a
great artist, and an honest person …
Yet Clive hardly makes enough money to support his growing family. This is because Clive
doesn’t win enough lucrative design projects.
And when he does get a project it’s often from a bottom-feeder.
Franklin Noel is a fellow designer. His abilities and talent are comparable to Clive’s. But
Franklin gets four times … even five times the amount of paid projects as Clive. And these are
lucrative projects.
The Difference Between Clive Jones and Franklin Noel
As a designer you’ve probably heard stories like this plenty of times; and I’m sure you know
some Joneses and Noels.
The reality is this: Very few designers know how to create persuasive and detailed proposals that
motivate prospects to buy their services. I’m talking about proposals that win lucrative projects.
Even seasoned graphic designers struggle to create these proposals.
I’m talking about the kinds of proposals that will increase your chances of success by 20% …
30% … even by 50%.
Did you know that 90% of the design work you’ll go after will require a detailed quotation or
proposal?
And that’s not all …

Even current clients want them.
That’s why I’m holding a live one-hour teleclass on Thursday, October 21st.
And yes! You’ll get your personal FREE copy of “Winning Proposal.” A $39.99 value – a value
that doesn’t reflect the money it will bring you.
And here’s just some of what we’ll cover during the teleclass:
• How to improve key elements in your template so you can increase your chances of success
by over 20%.
• The latest best practice in creating proposals so you can get lucrative projects.
• Learn the five simple keys to success so you can be ahead of the competition … and be
among the Franklin Noels of the world.
And more …
Two Bonuses
These two BONUSES will show you how important it is to learn how to create winning
persuasive proposals … They’ll prove how sincere I am when I say I want you to be among the
Franklin Noels and take advantage of this special opportunity.
First BONUS:
You’ll receive a recording of the teleclass. Listen to it as often as you like. Take notes you think
will help you.
Second BONUS:
You’ll get the FREE PDF, “Winning Proposal.” This is an actual proposal that sells for $39.99.
This shows you what a winning proposal that is a magnet for getting lucrative projects looks like.
Fellow Designer: How do you see yourself?
Do you want to continue being one of the many Clive Jones, or one of the few Franklin Noels?...
… If you’re ready to be one of the Franklin Noels … Click the link below and we’ll get started.

Sincerely,
David Johnson
P.S. Because I want all participants to get the most value from the teleclass, I am keeping the
number of people who can participate to a minimum. I’m sorry, but once that amount is reached
you’ll not be able to register. And I may not hold this teleclass again. So I encourage you to

register now.

